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What does ALGOSAVE do for you ?

Possible objectives

Examples of outcome

You are a portfolio manager or you run
a Family office ?

You want to
INCREASE your
investment
PERFORMANCE
with PEACE OF
MIND. Read this.

ALGOSAVE ISSUER DATABASE is a user-friendly tool that
lets you select high-yielding and risk-return efficient bond
issues and credit portfolios. Bundled with peace of mind
and BANG ON investors’ risk-return target. Try it NOW.

You are Chief Risk Officer or the Head of
“Economic capital and Strategy” of your
financial institution ?

you want to SAVE
capital and
IMPROVE RAROC
assessment. Read
this.

ALGOSAVE CAPITAL SAVING PLATFORM is a tool that lets
you easily gain powerful insights into issues of credit
dependencies in your financial asset portfolio. It will even
allow you to see how LOW default correlation actually is,
compared to sky-high CDS correlation. Try it NOW.

You want to secure
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE in your
corporate loan
underwriting
business. Read this.

ALGOSAVE CORPORATE LOAN UNDERWRITING PLATFORM
is a tool that lets you, for instance, easily check how
efficient your current financial covenants are. It will even
allow you to see how you could give better covenants to
your corporate client. Try it NOW.

You are the head of Credit Committee
and/or a high caliber corporate banker?

competitive edge
for investments,
capital management
and trading

You are a risk manager ?

You want to
increase the
POWER and REACH
of your simulations.
Read this.

ALGOSAVE SCENARIO SIMULATION PLATFORM is a tool
that lets you easily check how your credit portfolio default
probability withstand any scenarios. It also allows you to
measure single borrower forward looking PD and LGD as
well as PD, LGD and PD-LGD correlation. Try it NOW.

You are an equity, credit, CVA or
derivative trader ?

You want to BEAT
your COMPETITION.
Read this.

With ALGOSAVE DERIVATIVE PRICING PLATFORM, say
good-bye to volatility skew and standard-60% LGD and say
hello to multi-tail share price distribution and issuer
specific Loss Given Default. Try it NOW.

You are a corporate or an industry
analyst ?

You want to
increase the
POWER and
UNIQUENESS of
your financial
analysis. Read this.

ALGOSAVE CORPORATE VALUATION DATABASE is a tool that
lets you easily gain deeper understanding of critical
corporate Free Cash Flow and EV components. It will even
allow you to check how macro-economic scenarios affect
each corporate WACC and BETA. Try it NOW.

You are in charge of IFRS 9 and CECL
regulations ?

You want challenge
your in-house
Expected Credit
Losses. Read this

ALGOSAVE helps you compute genuinely Point-in-Time,
forward-looking and scenario-sensitive Expected Credit
Losses (ECL) in order to challenge your in-house ECL
estimates. Try it NOW.

